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Wonder Girl vs the Fatal Five #1 Fingers in the preset settings. In the lower
right-hand corner, a small button (marked PRESET 1. Press it. Press and hold
the HOME button on the remote, while playing the video content. Press the
VOL + button at any time to skip to the next frame (without stopping the
video). Press the VOL - button to jump to the previous frame (without
stopping the video). In many cases, presets are provided for specific video
content, such as slo-mo, High Frame Rate, Anti aliasing or other anti-aliasing
(BLur in Dolby Cinema) or even High Dynamic Range (HDR). In the
CONTENT options, you will find a third row of buttons offering specific
options for video content (and not available for other HDMI-CEC remote
functions). This row consists of: Slider: The slider allows you to adjust the
display picture in the standard for 2D (horizontal-scrolling) videos. You can
even slide the slider around in the virtual slider. The behavior of the slider is
similar to that of the volume level controls in the player's player settings (see
"VIDEO RECORDER SETTINGS"). Slide Show: The slide show allows you to
scroll through a list of your pictures in a slideshow, just like you would on
your smartphone. The slideshow is presented on the video screen. Settings:
In addition to the video controls for adjusting picture or video quality, you
will find a fourth row of buttons for picture/video content-related settings.
The display setting section offers adjustment of several display settings such
as: □ Brightness: Brightness settings can be set between 0% (black) to 100%
(white). □ Contrast: This setting adjusts the overall light and dark contrasts.
□ Saturation: This setting adjusts the overall color intensity. □ Sharpness:
Sharpness settings can be set to 0% (no sharpness) and 100% (maximum
sharpness). □ Gamma: These settings affect the gamma curve, which
determines the darker areas of the picture (more dark) or the lighter areas of
the picture (more light). Settings for picture size: The Settings for picture
size allow you to adjust the displayed picture sizes. You can select between
small (fullscreen) and large (fullscreen plus borders). □ Source size: This
setting allows you to select the displayed source size of a video or audio
content.
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